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Getting the most from this book
Aiming for an A is designed to help you master the skills you need to achieve the highest grades. 

The following features will help you get the most from this book.

Learning objectives
› A summary of the skills that will be covered in the 

chapter.

Exam tip
Practical advice about how to apply 
your skills to the exam.

Common pitfall

Problem areas where 
candidates often miss out 
on marks.

Activity
An opportunity to test your skills with practical activities.

The difference between...
Key concepts differentiated and explained. 

Annotated example
Exemplar answers with commentary showing how to achieve top grades.

Worked example
Step-by-step examples to help you master the maths skills needed for top grades. 

Take it further  
Suggestions for further reading or activities that will stretch your thinking.

You should know
› A summary of key points to take away from the chapter.
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Critical reading

Critical reading
When you read a text critically, you start by using your active 
reading skill to find out what the text actually says and take some 
notes about this. Once you have this, your critical reading skill is to 
pose questions not just about the detail and arguments within the 
text, but also about the purpose of the text too. To do this, you are 
going to add to your notes with questions, strengths and 
weaknesses that you have identified.

To begin with, once you know what the article is about, review the 
provenance:
➜ Who wrote it and when?
➜ What was the purpose of writing it?
➜ Who was the intended audience for the piece?

In answering these questions, you need to review whether this has 
an impact on the piece you have read. It may be that it was written 
for a left-leaning newspaper or written to persuade people to vote a 
certain way. If this is the case, it may pose further questions about 
what you have just read.

You will then need to look at the notes that you have made from 
within the text and see what questions you can raise about this:
➜ Does the evidence presented agree with or contradict what you 

already know?
➜ Are there any limitations to the evidence presented? For 

example, are there vague phrases like ‘most people’ or ‘some 
scholars’ or is the evidence specific?

➜ Does the author interpret the evidence well? 
➜ Why did the author select the evidence that they did?
➜ Do you agree with their interpretation?

This final question is the crucial one. The answer to it does not 
actually matter, it is your justification of why you agree or disagree 
that is both important, and what makes critical reading.

Activity
The subject of politics is often satirised in cartoons and understanding these is a great test of your 
knowledge. Find a recent political cartoon and analyse it using your critical reading skills. 
● What is the purpose of the cartoon?
● Who is the intended audience?
● Do you agree with the cartoonists’ interpretation of the situation?

Analysis and evaluation of information
The word ‘analysis’ can cause students some concern, usually 
because while they are told to do it, they are not really sure what it 
means, let alone how to do it. In analysing a source of information, 
you need to break down the whole thing and look at the 
information in smaller parts, identifying what within it is evidence, 
interpretation and argument. If you do not have much knowledge on 

Common pitfall

Critical reading does not 
simply mean you should 
be looking for faults or 
weaknesses in a piece of 
text. You should also be 
looking for strengths.

Exam tip
When it comes to revision, it can be 
difficult to find all of the examples 
you have looked at. Keeping a 
notebook of the examples you find 
(with dates and authors) can be 
useful. 

Take it further
Research the SQ3R critical 
reading skill and see if you can 
use it to analyse a piece of 
reading.
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2 POLITICAL READING AND NOTE-TAKING

a topic, some of your analysis may be identifying things to look up 
and find out more about. By contrast, ‘evaluation’ looks at the piece 
as whole and the arguments within it and asks you to judge whether 
the piece is reliable, the arguments are strong and if the judgments 
reached are rational. 

The difference between...
Analysis (AO2) Evaluation (AO3)

Analysis involves breaking down one process or event and 
looking at its specific details, explaining why it occurs and 
why it is important. Analysis should refer to the distinct and 
specific piece of A01 – theories, examples, fact and figures 
– that precede it. It is the equivalent of looking at how each 
of the cogs within a watch mechanism interact to cause 
the hands to move.

Evaluation means demonstrating how relevant the 
concept or process as a whole is to your question, and 
what judgment you can make of this argument. This is 
the equivalent of looking at the watch itself and asking 
why such a thing exists, and whether its existence is 
positive, negative, or perhaps both.

Republicans in Congress 
should be braver
The bargain they struck with the 
president is not working for them
3 Aug 2017

The pact between Republicans in Congress and 
the president always looked more than a bit 
Faustian. Many Republican lawmakers decided 
to cheerlead for a president who won the 
nomination by running against their party, in the 
expectation that he would then help them pass 
the laws they wanted. They were misinformed. 
The collapse of health-care legislation has shown 
that, despite his boasts, the president is hardly 
a master-dealmaker  who can help Republicans 
get bills through Congress. The defenestration of 
Reince Priebus, Sean Spicer and the short-lived 
Anthony Scaramucci shows that he also has a 
habit of rewarding even his most loyal defenders 
with public humiliation. This pact is indeed like 

Look up what Faustian 
means (AO2).

Some did ‘cheerlead’, but 
not necessarily willingly, 
e.g. Paul Ryan taking a 
week to endorse Trump 
(AO2)

This might explain his 
reliance on Executive 
Orders (AO2)

Annotated example 
Read the article below and try to analyse and evaluate each paragraph in different colours. For 
analysis, think about what you might need to look up or find out more about, what evidence they 
offer and if you can make connections with any of your own knowledge (don’t worry if you only 
have a little knowledge right now!). For evaluation, look at the argument advanced and identify 
whether it is well-argued and supported or not.
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Critical reading

Faust’s — but without the enjoyable moments of 
omnipotence before the reckoning falls due. It is 
past time for Republicans in Congress to strike a 
new one.

There are signs that this is happening. After the 
failure of health-care reform, blocked by a trio of 
independently minded Republican senators,   
some Republican legislators have offered to work 
with Democrats to shore up the Affordable Care 
Act. Incremental improvements to Obamacare 
are far more likely to succeed in making 
Americans healthier than scrapping it and 
starting afresh. 

If Congress can avoid a government shutdown, 
by approving a budget in September, tax reform 
will be next on the agenda. Here, Democrats have 
signalled that they may be willing to work with 
Republicans on a bill to get rid of tax breaks while 
lowering rates and containing the budget deficit.

Regrettably, the Senate majority leader, Mitch 
McConnell, has so far rebuffed advances from the 
other side of the aisle. Perhaps Mr McConnell is 
hoping that Mr Priebus’s successor as chief-of-
staff will bring some order to the Trump White 
House. A former general, John Kelly started well 
by using his first day to fire the bloviating Mr 
Scaramucci. Yet he must still cope with the man 
in the Oval Office who, throughout his business 
career, has made conflict and infighting a way 
of life. More likely is that the turbulence will 
continue and that an angry president will set 
Republicans in Congress the kind of unreasonable 
loyalty test he often imposes on his staff. That 
would be the moment when the Republican Party 
must show that it stands for more than winning 
elections.

In Washington, being bipartisan is risky and 
deeply unfashionable. But it is what the country 
urgently needs. 

The two references to 
Faust imply that Trump is 
the devil; so the article 
has a political leaning 
(AO3)

Suggestion that the 
‘independent minded 
Republicans’ are a positive 
force, implying the 
Republicans currently are 
not. (AO3)

Which Republican 
Senators? Where do 
they sit within the 
Republican Party 
spectrum? (AO2)

Does not explain why it 
would make Americans 
healthier (AO3)

Congress has been 
routinely avoiding these 
since 2013 despite 
constant threats (AO2)

The ‘conflict’ is evident 
from Trump’s use of 
Twitter and rhetoric 
regarding North Korea. 
However, he has lasted 
longer than some 
expected. (AO3)

Trump has struggled 
to keep a coherent 
White House staff 
with a number of high 
profile sackings (some 
mentioned in paragraph 
1) which undermines 
the importance of EXOP 
(AO2)

Clearly an anti-Trump 
piece but supplemented 
with accurate evidence 
and a clear line of 
argument from a 
reputable source. Does 
ignore criticism Trump 
has received from 
Republicans and suggests 
the party speaks as one.

There is more that can be included here and you may have identified different points but this 
should help you see the difference.
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Master the skills you need to set yourself apart and hit the highest grades; this year-
round course companion develops the higher-order thinking skills that top-achieving 
students possess, providing step-by-step guidance, examples and tips for getting an  
A grade.
Written by experienced author and teacher Sarra Jenkins, Aiming for an A in Politics:
➜ Helps you develop the ‘A grade skills’ of analysis, evaluation, creation and 

application
➜ Takes you step by step through specific skills you need to master in A-level 

Politics, so you can apply these skills and approach each exam question as an A/A* 
candidate

➜ Clearly shows how to move up the grades with sample responses annotated to 
highlight the key features of A/A* answers

➜ Helps you practise to achieve the levels expected of top-performing students, using 
in-class or homework activities and further reading tasks that stretch towards 
university-level study

➜ Perfects exam technique through practical tips and examples of common pitfalls to 
avoid 

➜ Cultivates effective revision habits for success, with tips and strategies for 
producing and using revision resources

➜ Supports major exam boards, outlining the specific Assessment Objectives for 
reaching the higher levels under the AQA, Edexcel, and WJEC specifications


